
SCAPA HIGH SCHOOL DANCE AUDITION SCORING RUBRIC

AUDITION DATE/TIME___________________________ AUDITION NUMBER_________________________

NAME__________________________________________ PRESENT GRADE______________

AREA/LEVEL DISTINGUISHED: 4 PROFICIENT: 3 APPRENTICE: 2 NOVICE:1 SCORE

ALIGNMENT
Areas of
consideration:
head/neck,
ribcage,
shoulder
girdle, pelvis,
and  legs/feet.

Student uses age appropriate
alignment of all areas.
Alignment is well integrated into
all movement performance
allowing fluent movement of the
limbs

Student uses age
appropriate alignment with
the exception of one area.
Alignment is mostly
integrated into all
movement performance
allowing mostly smooth
movement of the limbs

Student has 2-3
areas of
misalignment
resulting in
difficulty in
maintaining  fluent
movement

Student has 4 or
more areas of
misalignment
causing  the
inability to
maintain fluent
movement

FLEXIBILITY
AND
STRENGTH

Student demonstrates a high
degree of movement in all the
joints with an excellent ability to
control and sustain all
movements with ease

Student demonstrates a
good degree of movement
in all the joints with a
relatively good ability to
control a sustain all
movements with ease

Student demonstrates
average degree of
movement in all the
joints  with average
ability to
control and sustain
movements with ease

Demonstrates  a
low degree of
movement in the
joints with a poor
Ability to
ontrol or  sustain
movements  with
ease

COORDIN
ATION AND
USE OF
LIMBS

Excellent ability to coordinate
use of limbs. Well integrated
control and smoothness of arms
and legs with torso, and use of
whole body. Able to use
appropriate force and release to
demonstrate fluency of
movement in limbs.

Good coordination of
limbs and basic integration
of limbs into torso.

Inconsistently
demonstrates
coordination  of
limbs. Movement of
limbs disconnected
from  torso.

Poor
coordination.
Movements

appear  jerky.

TURNOUT
IN  HIPS

Ability to use external rotation
of hip joint to “turn out” both
legs. Student demonstrates well
integrated turn out with good
pelvic alignment to
demonstrated excellent form
during dynamic movement
phrases.

Able to maintain proper
external rotation of both
legs; may have occasional
gaps in ability to integrate
rotation and pelvic
alignment during dynamic
movement phrases.

Able to use proper
rotation in gesturing
leg or standing leg
only.

Unable to turnout
from hip joint;
uses lower leg or
foot to initiate
rotation.

CONTEM
PORARY:
TORSO
MOVEMENT

Excellent ability to use torso in  all
directions; ability to use  weight in
upper body to perform  a variety of
movements; ability  to rotate spine
independently of  pelvis. Good
integration of  shoulder girdle and
ribcage.

Good ability in most
areas  listed.
Excellent ability in one
area, moderate ability in
one area.

Able to move torso in
some of the listed

ways.

Unable to move
torso  in the ways
listed.
Demonstrates
weakness in both
areas.

POINTE
Ballet
Applicants
only

Ankle strength: Able to
maintain vertical placement.
Foot alignment: Ability to
stretch through the feet along a
well arched foot.

Excellent ability in one
area, moderate ability in
one area.

Moderate ability in
both  areas.

Demonstrates
weakness in both
areas.
.

TAP
Contemporary
Dance
Applicants
only

The student executes clean,
complex rhythms with musicality,
stamina, and excellent
performance quality. The student
demonstrates shifts in weight and
direction changes with ease and at
high tempos.

The student executes
clean rhythms with some
musicality, stamina, and
good performance quality.
The student demonstrates
complex rhythms at slow
to medium tempos.

Executes simple
rhythms with some
body awareness,
stamina, &  musicality.
Demonstrate basic
steps and make clear
sounds at a slow
tempo.

The student has no
body awareness,
stamina, or
musicality.



AREA/LEVEL DISTINGUISHED PROFICIENT APPRENTICE NOVICE SCORE

IMPROV
ISATION

Ability to improvise using the
elements of dance with excellent
physicality.

Able to improvise
using  the elements of
dance.

Limited ability to
improvise using the
elements of dance.

Unable to improvise.

FOCUS Consistent concentration
exhibited throughout the class
from one exercise to another.
Student is engaged and focused
on the teacher at all times.

Occasional lapses in
concentration evident
throughout the class.

Semi – focused in
class.  Not engaged
with the
teacher.

Unable to
maintain focus on
sequences or
corrections. Not
engaged in class.

STAMINA Easily executes each movement
combination.

Executes each movement
combination with
relative  ease.

Struggles to sustain
stamina during
combinations.

Poor stamina
throughout.

MOVEME
NT
QUALITY
AND
DYNAMICS

Excellent performance of
phrasing and dynamics;
demonstrates appropriate energy
and nuances of movement
qualities using attack, weight,
and flow. Able to differentiate
between subtle dynamic
changes.

Good performance of
phrasing and dynamics.
Able to demonstrate
some  nuances of
movement
qualities.

Performs some
movement  qualities
with appropriate
phrasing.

Unable to
demonstrate
phrasing  or
movement
qualities.

MUSICALIT
Y/
RHYTHMIC
COORDIN
ATION

Able to imitate specific rhythmic
patterns quickly and accurately.
Concepts of tempo, beat and
syncopation are applied to the
performance.

Able to imitate most
rhythmic patterns with
accuracy. Demonstrates
some understanding of
beat  tempo, and
syncopation.

Able to imitate some
rhythmic patterns.
Some  difficulty
with

syncopation, tempo, beat.

Unable to reproduce
rhythms;
consistently  moves
off the beat.

SEQUENCI
NG  AND
ADAPTAB
ILITY

Ability to quickly learn and
reproduce sequences fluently
and with accuracy. Able to
adapt to challenging movement
material.

Able to memorize
sequences with repetition.

Ability to
demonstrate
fragments of
movement
sequences.

Unable to reproduce
movement
sequences.

OVERALL
EXECUTI
ON  AND

EXPRESSION

Clarity in movement, poise,
confidence and expression
demonstrated throughout.
Outstanding artistry.

Fluent in either
execution  of movement,
or
expression, but
inconsistent in the
other  area.

Inconsistent in both
execution and

expression.

Poor performance.

RAW SCORE TOTAL:  ______(52 POSSIBLE)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

RECOMMENDATION AND SCORE:


